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INTRODUCTION

1. The Lagos plan of Action (LPA) which is commonly referred to as a

"blue print" of Africa's development strategy, puts together ideas

essential for accelerated socio-economic development. It establishes

guidelines within which to achieve integrated development by the Year 2000.

2. These brief notes are intended to familiarize the experts with Africa's

developmental objectives as outlined in the LPA. The extracts have been

carefully drawn from relevant paragraphs of the LPA because of their
relevance to the work of the group of experts that will prepare standardized

map specifications. Perhaps it is pertinent to underline such paragraphs

as: 3(iv), (i) and (j); 9; H(iii) and (vi); 77(e) and the Final Act of
Lagos itself. Moreover, mention must be made of how meaningful studies

of our natural resources endowment and subsequently their judicious

planning prior to exploitation and rational utilization are adversely
affected by lack of adequate and accurate topographical maps. The adoption

of a multiple of map specifications and standards in Africa has rery often

reduced the usefulness of maps in regional planning hence retarding intra-

African co-operation.

3. In undertaking this important task, individual experts will be

expected to keep in raind that their role is to conOeive entirely new

common specifications adopted to African conditions. The group will

assemble to put heads together and not to negotiate on behalf of sectorial

interests•
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1. The effect of unfulfilled promises of global development

strategies has been more sharply felt in Africa than in the other
continents of the world. Indeed, rather than result in an improvement
in the economic situation of the continent, successive strategies have
made it stagnate and become more susceptible than other regxons to the
economic and. social crises suffered by the industrialised countries.

Thus, Africa is unable to point to any significant growth rate, or
satisfactory index of general well-being, in the past 20 years. Faced
with this situation, and determined to undertake measures for the
basic restructuring of the economic base of our continent, we resolved

to adopt a far-reaching regional approach based primarily on collective

self-reliance.

2. Thus, following a series of in-depth considerations of

the economic problems of the continent by our Ministers and by groups

of experts, we adopted at our 16th Ordinary Session, held in ?.fcnrovia,

Liberia, in July, 1979, the "Monrovia Declaration of Commitment of
the Heads of State and Government of the OAU on the guidelines and

measures for national and collective self-reliance in economic and
social development for the establishment of a new international

economic order."

3. In adopting the Declaration, we recognized "the need to

take urgent action to provide the political support necessary for the
success"of the measures to achieve the goals of rapid self-reliance
and self-sustaining development and economic growth", and declarea

as follows:

(i) "We commit ourselves, individually and collectively, on

behalf of cur governments and peoples, to promote the

economic and social development and integration of our

economies with a view to achieving an increasing measure

cf self-sufficiency and self-sustainment.

(ii) "I'Je commit ourselves, individually and collectively, on
behalf of our governments and peoples, to promote the

economic integration of the African region in order

to facilitate and reinforce social and economic

intercourse.

(iii) "We commit ourselves, individually and collectively,

on behalf of our governments and peoples, tc establish

national, sub-regional and regional institutions which

will facilitate the attainment cf objectives of self-

reliance and self-sus tai&nent.
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(iv) "More specifically, we commit ourselves, individually

and collectively on behalf of our governments and peoples,

to:

(a) give an important place to the field of human resource

development by starting to eliminate illiteracy;

(b) put science and technology in the service of develpment

by reinforcing the autonomous capacity of.our countries

in this fields

(c) achieve self-sufficiency in food Production and supply;

(d) implement completely the programmes for the United

Nations Transport and Communications Decade for Africaj

(e) realise the sub-regional and regional internally located

industrial development|

(f) co-operate in the field of natural resource control,

exploration^ extraction and use for the development

of our economies for the benefit of our peoples and

to set up the appropriate institutions to achieve

these purposes 5

(g) develop indigenous entrepreneurship, technical

manpower and technological abilities to enable

our peoples to assume greater responsibility

for the achievement of our individual and collective

. development goals £

(h) co-operate in the preservation, protection and

improvement of the natural environment;

(i) ensure.that cur development policies reflect adequately
our sccio-cultural values in order to reinforce our

cultural identitys and

(j) take into account the dimension of the future in the
elaboration of our development plans including studies

and measures aimed at achieving a rapid socio-economic

transfonaation of cur States.

(v) "Ne hold firmly to the, view that these commitments will
lead to the creation, at the national, 3ub-regional and

regional levels, of a dynamic and interdependent African

economy and will thereby pave the way for the eventual

establishment of an 'African Common Market leading to

an African Economic Community.
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(vi ) "Resolving tc give special attention 'to the discusssion

of economic issues at each annual session cf our Assembly,

we hereby call on the Secretary—General, in collaboration

with the Executive Secretary of the United Nations

Economic Commission for Africa, to draw up annually

specific programes and Treasures for economic co-operaticn

on sub-regional, regional and continental bases in Africa•"

4- In order to consider concrete measures for the implementation

of the Monrovia Declaration, we resolve to hold this Extraordinary

Session in Lagos, Nigeria, to be devoted to the economic problems cf

our continent.

5. In assessing those problems, we arc convinced that Africa's

underdevelopinent is not inevitable. Indeed, it is a paradox when one

bears in ciind the immense human and natural resources of the oojotient.

In addition to its reservoir of human resources, our continent has 97

per cent of world reserves of chrome, o5 per cent of world reserves

cf platinum, 64 per cent of world reserves cf manganese, 40 per cent

cf world reserves of uranium and 13 per cent of world reserves cf copper,

without mentioning bauxite, nickel and lead? 20 per cent of world hydro-

electrical potential, 20 per cent of traded oil in the world (if we

exclude the United States and the USSR)| 70 per cent of world cocca

production! one-third of world coffee production, 50 per cent of palm

produce, to mention just a fewo

6. Thus Africa, despite all efforts made by its leaders, remains
the least developed continent. It has 20 of the 31 least developed

countries of the world. Africa is susceptible to the disastrous effects

of natural and endemic diseases of the cruej.est type and is victim

of settler exploitation arising from colonialism, racism and apartheid.

Indeed, Africa was directly exploited during the colonial period and

for the past two decades, this exploitation has been carried out through

neo-colonialist external forces which seek to influence the economic
policies and directions of African States.

7. The structural weaknesses of African agriculture in agricultural
globality are well.known:■ lew production and productivity, and rudimentary
agricultural techniqueso This situation obviously gives rise to insufficient

agricultural growth, especially of food production, in the face of the
rapid population growth and has resulted in serious focd shortages

and malnutrition in the continent.

8. We view, with distress, that our continent remains the least
developed of all the continentsi the total Gross Domestic Production

of our countries being only 2.7 per cent of the world's per capita
income and averaging $USll6.

9. We view, with disquiet, the over-dependence of the economy
of our continent of the export of basic raw materials and : minerals,

This phenomenon had made African economies highly susceptible to

external developments and with detrimental effects on the interests
of the continent.
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10. Thus, in the 20 years from I960 to 1980 the average
annual rate: of"growth continent-wide has been no more than 4.o per

" a figure which hides divergent realities ranging from ?J*
nrbwth rate for the oil exporting countries down to 2.9 per com. f.r
Se least developed countries. Yet, if the world economic forecast
for the next decade is to be delivered, the over-all poor performance
of the African economy over the past 20 years nay even be a golatn

age compared with future growth rate.

11 This situation has led' us at this Extraordinary Session
devoted to the economic problems of Africa to an agonising but frank

t ittion and of the ff-e^G^CJf°f
devoted to the economic pro

reappraisal of the present situation and of the ff-e^G^CJf
African economic conditions. In so doing, as we look back at the
4>litical constraints on the development of our continent causec by
colonial and racist domination and exploitation, wo also Iook ^n*aru
with hope"hat Africa, which has survived the brutalities of imperialism,
racism and aparthied, has the resilience^ pull itself out of the

economic malaise in which it finds itself.

12. The independence of Zimbabwe, after years of armed struggle

wiped by the Zimbabwe people under the leadershipjif the **«■<*";
Front and with the active support of the Organisation 01 nlrican Unity,
ZJL Se final turn in the total political liberation^ the continent.
ThL event has ushered in renewed and desperate attempts by the Pre.cna
repirne to arrest the tide of history and to perpetuate the status quo
in^nibia and South Africa itself. South Africa's envisaged "constellation
of Southern States is part of this diabolic design - a scheme which
would brin^ independent States under the sa*o political, economic ana
^abomination by the aparthicd regime as the B-tustan^Ue shall
continue to pursue, with vigour, the liberation of the last remains

outposts of exploitation, racism and apartmec.

13. The same determination that has virtually rid our continent
of political domination is required for our economic liberation. Our
success in exploiting our political unity should encourage us to
exploit the strength inherent in our economic unity. He therefor.

i th tt f ur Organization to unite^^f5°^
exploit the strength inherent i
resolve, in the context of our Organization, to .^.^5^.
in the economic field. To this end, certaxn basxc guxcelines must

be borne in minds

14.

(i.) Africa's huge resources must be applied principally

to meet the needs and purposes of its people °s
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(ii) Africa's almost total reliance en the export of raw

a&terials must change. Rather, Africa's development

and growth must be based on a combination of Africa's

considerable natural resources, her enterpreneurial,

managerial and technical resources and her markets

(restructure and expanded), to serve her people.

Africa, therefore, must map out its own strategy for

development, and must vigorously pursue its implementations

(iii) Africa must cultivate the virtue of self-reliance.

This is net to say that the continent should totally

cut itself off frcn outside contributions. However,

.;■ these outside contributions should only supplement

cur own efforts they shouldirt be the mainstay of

our developments

(iv) as a consequence of the need for increased self-reliance,

- Africa must mobilise her entire human and material

resources for her development 5

(v) each of cur States must pursue all-embracing economic

social and cultural activities which will mobilise the

strength of the country as a uhole and ensure that both

the efforts put into and the benefits derived from

development are equitably shared|

(vi) efforts towards African economic integration must be

pursued with renewed determination in order to create

a continent-wide framework for the much needed economic

cc-cperation for development based on collective self-

reliance.

15* On the basis of these guidelines, we, the Heads of State

and Government, meeting in Lagos at the 2nd Extraordinary Session devoted

to Africa's economic problems9 decided to adopt the following Plan

of Action as well as the Final Act of LagGS. In so doing, we are con

scious of the tremendous effort which will be reqired of us, individually

and collectively, to attain the goals we have set for ourselves in

these documents. *fe are confident that we have the determination to

overcome the obstacle that may lie in'our path and that our Organization

and its General Secretariat will be able -pc- enlist the active support

of the international community as well as of the relevant international

organizations..
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CHAPTER III

Natural Resources

76, The major problems confronting Africa in the field of
natural resource development includes lack of infomatxon on natural
resource endowment of large and unexplored areas and the «*1"*^

nent of these resources 5 a considerable dependence on foreign trans
national corporations for the development of a narrow range of African
natural resources aelected by these corporations to supply new material
needs of the developed countries; the inadequate share in the value
added generated by the exploitation of natural resources of »?*er
States due to imperfect pricing and marketing practices 5 n°n-^rarxon
of the raw materials exporting industries into the national occnonxc-
of the member States thus impeding backward and forward linkagesj
extremely low level of development and utilisation of those natural
resources cf no interest to foreign transnational corporationss and
disappointingly low general contribution of natural ^sources endowment
to socio-economic development. Because of these factors member otates
are unable to exercise meaningful and permanent sovereignty over their

natural resources.

77. During the 1980s the strategy for the developing countries
cf Africa in their natural resources development should aim ats

(a) undertaking the assessment of their natural resources endowments
and the use of the information on natural resource distribution
and availability for national and African multinational socio-

econcnic development projects intended to produce goods and
services to meet the needs of member States 5

(b) integrating natural resource development within national
and African multinational socio-economic development programmes

and projects, so as to encourage complementarity of different

natural resources avaialble in various member States m the
production process and to promote backward and forward linkages

that the development cf the natural resources can generate

within the African cconoaies;

(c) undertaking comprehensive manpower, technology and capital
needs surveys for natural resource development activities with

a view to enabling the countries to pool their resources for

the implementation of national and African multinational

natural resource development programmes and projects;
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(c!) strengthening existing national and African multinational
institutions dealing with natural resource development and

conservation activities at all levels including training,

research^ production, processing, fabrication, marketing,

finance7 etc., and the establishment of new ones\

(e) harmonising national natural resource development policies
with a view to creating a favourable environment for

co-operative efforts by the member States in the development

of their natural resources to meet socio-economic needs of

their peoples; and

' (f) working closely with the international community and other
non-African agencies involved in natural resource development

in the region,so that external resources are directed

principally to natural resource development projects which

promote and sustain co-operative arrangements among member

States so as to enable the region to obtain the fullest

possible development benefits flowing from regional linkages.

General proposals and recommendations

78.

(i) In recognition of the significance of natural resources in
providing a sound base for national socio-eccnomic development,

member 3tates should take early steps tc acquire a thorough

knowledge cf their natural resource endowments. Those include

the establishment of a manpower development and institution

building programmes for the conduct of field studies and

preparation of inventories of natural resources.

(ii) Member States whose economy essentially depends on production
cf raw materials Should endeavour to co-ordinate and harmonise

their positions in all international negotiations on raw

materials so as to protect their interests.

(iii) In particular measures should be taken by each member State
to ensure that all results and basic data, especially

foreign transnational companies curing their mineral prospection

activities in the country, are handed over to the government.
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<*"

established at the national level.

(V) To enable African governments to f^^X
K their natural resources they should take all

and exploitation of their natural

such aspects as conservation of natural resources.

(vii) At the sub-regional and regional levels ^
1 ■ should be adopted to ensure effective mtra-

co-operation among member States, namely:

(a) hannonisation of. national development programmes for
the use of mineral, energy and water resources,

(b) establishment of joint facilities for applied research,
specialised services and training;

fc) participation in multinational projects and enterprises
(^ ?or the exploitation,:production and processing of usable

natural resources,

The strategy for
hy and remote sensing

mapping projects which are essential for
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Actions recommended

-87. -■■■:•■..■......

(i) To recognise the ■:u&i?Grt'ance of their national surveying and
mapping institutions and to rate them high among their

national priorities and to provide sufficient budget for them

to take steps to establish them where none exist,

(ii) tb actively participate and support regional training and
services centres in cartography in order to reduce costs

of producing badly needed manpower, and to provide slacking
services #

(iii) . Tp share equipment and services between those with capabilities
and thsoe without, especially the least developed nations.

(iv) Considering that remote sensing is an important tool in the
inventory, planning and exploitation of natural resources 5

taking into account the efforts already made towards the

establishment of the African Remote Sensing Council and the

Regional Training and User Assistance Centres, it is highly

recommended that member States participate fully in the

African: Remote Sensing Programme and, provide both"1 political
and material support for the success of the programme.
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CHAPTER VIII

■ 258, .The need to.

collectively, to develop ^
economic ani social development and

to set up, was recognises soon aft
first such institutions to be

(ADB), th #"^£

institu.ions^ich can help

^

^

States,^

they are too poor

African Development

the African

to which all

less successful*

institutions that have been established, all at the

of an institution

is

folloK-up in the imp

effective ^^^^^^.SS-S of a
one being that after PJf3"^ approved the legal document
many African governments, even after having PP ^^ ^

setting up the institution ^™^' f^ ^ adequate financial and
the institution or, if they do, fail *° fT* 1L^^f suoh an institution
material support. The net result is tha ^Llf-reliance of African

tifled, disillusion sets in and the ^^ the success or

for tteircollective development lies in their o«n hands.

250. A .ore alarming development

which promised assistance to various

establishment, no, appear to want to

membership is increased so as to give

regional character lb

Wait to see hou well, « otherV1B*' ^^ engendered is on
joint them. The unhealthy vicious oircic tnus ^3enaere institutions.
frustrated the establishment and development cf multinational

only if their

^^^ sub-re3ional or
e* a more truly 8 believed,

^"develop oefore deciding to
engendered is one that^3enaere i
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261. The lack of financial support in respect of multinational

institutions by its members is the bane of nearly all multinational

institutions established under the aegies of the ECA secretariat at the

request of African governments, and which are all to be operated principally

on the basis of contributions from its members.

262. It is clear that the problems that face African multinational

institutions are mainly the result of two factors, namely restricted

membership which, in turn, affects the finance of the institutions and the

apparent reluctance of some members to pay their contributions, or a

combination of both. It is undeniable thats given the limited resources

of member States, instituions for collective co-operation such as those

referred to in this chapter are essential to the economic and social

development of Africa<= What is, therefore, required is some method of

ensuring such institutions achieve their full quota of membership

and that sufficient funds are available to. them to ensure their efficient

and effective functioning. .

253" Multinational institutions particularly affected are those in

the field of natural resources, such as the Regional Centre for Training

in Aerial Surveys, the, Centre for Services in Surveying and tapping,

the East African ;,lineral Resources Development Centre, and the African

Remote Sensing Council,- Other multinational institutions which

have also been affected by the lack of political and financial support

are, inter alia, the African Regional Centre for Technology, the African

Regional Organization for Standardisation and the Association of African

Trade Promotion Organizations,
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Africa ^^f^re^Sis'ned ^ly^careful considerations
"^ ^ ana acuities an. where there is^

^national institutions,

Sild bellow f^tnetrletteni^ of existing multinational
institutions and the establishment of new ones. ■ .

■■ ■ li) the Executive Secretary of EGA and the Secretary General cf
( the OUJ, in co-operaticn »lth UBDP and major donors, shoulc

undertake an assessment of the objectives and operations of
the various existing .ultiru,tional institutions established

under the ae3ies of the Commission^ith a view to ™&
■ proposals as to their continued relevance and ^^~^

-:-nd to advise on ways and means by which they may be better
^ationauLd, co-orinated or harnonized, or what new multi
national institutions shall be required.

th.ir

offered by national institutions, of existing multina

institutional ones, have first been fully considered.

addition, aopropriate arran3c,ients should be made for the use

recommended by the Buenos Aires Plan

anonG Developing ccuivtrico (TCDC;...
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FINAL ACT OF LAGOS

We, the Heads;of State and Government of the Organisation of African
Unity, meeting in Lagos, Nigeria, in the Second Extraordinary Session of
the OAU Assembly of Heads of State and Government, devoted exclusively to
economic problems of Africa,

Considering the relevant provisions of the Charter, particularly those
relating to the OAU objectives to co-ordinate and intensify co-operation

and efforts of member States with a view to providing the best conditions
of life to the people of Africa;

■ . Recalling the various Resolutions and Declarations adopted at our

.previous summit stipulating that the economic development and integration

of the African continent are an essential condition for the achievement of
the objectives of the OAU, particularly those formulated in Algiers

(September 1968), Addis Ababa (August 1970 and Lfey 1973); and Libreville
(July- 1975)l

Recalling our decision taken in Libreville in July 1977, on the
adoption of the Kinshasa Declaration of December 1976 establishing an
African Economic Community in successive stages within 15 to 25 years;

Recalling our "Llonrovia Declaration of Commitment on guidelines and
measures for national and collective self-reliance in economic and social

envelopment for the establishment of a new international economic order"
which, inter alia, calls for the eventual established of an African
Common Market, paving the way for an African Economic Community;

Noting that developments in international economic relations and global
negotiations between the developed and the developing countries confirm Africa's
jucicious choice in promoting collective self-reliant and self-sustaining
development as.well as economic integration;

Also noting the progress being, made in the field of economic cooperation
a^ong developing countries, and especially the setting up of a Committee
on a Generalised System of Trade Preferences among Developing Countries, with
particular reference to the African region;

.{feting the initiative already, taken to promote intra-African economic
co-operation and integration at sectoral, sub-regional and regional levels;

Convinced of the need to co-ordinate progressively existing and future
economic activities of the continent and to promote the integration of the
various economic sectors;

AGREE on the following!

I. Plan of Action

Confirm our full adherence to the Plan of Action, adopted at the present
Extraordinary Sessxon cf the Asseably of Heads of State and Gcvernnent for
inpleaentxng the Honrovial Strategy for the Economic, Social -jid Cultural
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of ,*ica and tc, adoptine.

Economic Community.

II. j^T^ntntion of the Plan of Action

A. African Economic Community

We re-affirm our commitment'to! set up, by the year 2000, on the

StatLTco^perati among these StatesS and their integration m the

economic, social and cultural fielas.

We are, consequently, authorising the Secretary General of the OAU:

;(i) to appoint, as quickly as possible * £^t{^£
at ministerial level, tc prepare the craft of tac y
establishing the African Economic Community;

(ii) to subn.it this draft for the consideration of the Assembly
of Heads of State and Government scheduled for lyoi.

B. Stages of implementation

To achieve this ultimate objective, we commit ourselves:

I, During the decade of the 19SOs to:

(a) strengthen the existing regional economic communities and
establish ether economic groupings in the other regions of
Africa, so as to coyer the continent as a whole (Central
Africa, Eastern Africa, Southern Africa, Northern Africa);

(b) strengthen, effectively, sectoral integration at the
continental level, and particularly in the fields#of
agriculture, food, transport and cornmumcationsy industryf

and energy?

(c) promote co-ordination and haraonisation among the listing
K and future economic groupings for a gradual establishment of

an African Common i/iarkct.
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2, During the decade of the 1990s toj

(a) take steps for further sectoral integration through:
harrnonisation of our strategies, policies and economic develop

ment plane? promotion of joint projects, particularly in the

above-mentioned economic fields^ harmonisation of cur financial

and nonetary policies;

(b) take measures to effect the establishment of an African Common

rferket and other measures that would lead to the attainment of

the airas and objectives of the African Economic Community,

1b implement the Plan cf Action at the various states, we direct the Secretary

General of the OAU, in co-operation with the Sxecutive Secretary of the United

Nations Economic Commission for Africa, to take all the appropriate measures, in

accordance with Fart II, paragraph 7, of the Monrovia Strategy and to submit a

progress report to the 1982 Session of our Assembly,

Done at Lagos, Nigeria, April 1980.




